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The Pelite RFID reader 

End of Sale announcement  

Version(s): All  

Date: 16th of December 2019 

Overview.  
As part of Nexus strategy to further focus on the SmartID concept we would like to inform you that we 

are announcing End of Sale for the following products:  

 

Item number Product name 

SC7730-00 Reader Pelite 13.56MHz no keypad Wiegand/RS232/TK2 Black 

SC7740-00 Reader Pelite 13.56MHz no keypad Wiegand/RS485/TK2 Black 

SC7740K-OSDP Reader Pelite 13.56MHz with keypad RS485/OSDP Black 

SC7730K-00 Reader Pelite 13.56MHz with keypad Wiegand/RS232/TK2 Black 

SC7740K-00 Reader Pelite 13.56MHz with keypad Wiegand/RS485/TK2 Black 

SC7740-OSDP Reader Pelite 13.56MHz no keypad RS485/OSDP Black 

SC7747 Connection terminal for Pelite 

SC7738 Distance plate angled 33 degrees Pelite Black (metal) 

SC7739 Feriteplate Pelite 0.5mm 

SC7745 Frontplate Pelite no keypad Black 

SC7735 Frontplate Pelite with keypad Black 

SC7736 Sealingplate Absorber for reader Pelite 
 

Key Dates.  
Nexus will not supply any products after the 31st of March 2020 which means that Last ordering date 

from Nexus is the 15th of March 2020. 

Contact Information.  
If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact Nexus sales representative or your business 

contact.  
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Nexus policy and lifecycle definitions 
Products reach the end of their lifecycle for a variety of reasons. These reasons may reflect market 
demand, technology driven innovations and product maturity. While this is an established part of the 
overall product lifecycle, Nexus considers it highly important to share all product state information with 
our customers and partners. This policy allows for adequate time to prepare for changes in availability 
of products and components, manage their development, and administer support or maintenance 
accordingly.  
"End of Sale” (EOS) indicates that a product or a product release is no longer available for purchase, 
but Nexus will continue to provide support per maintenance agreements. EOS of a product Prior to 
EOS, customers will have the opportunity to make last-time purchases/buy of products and licenses. 

“End of Life” (EOL) defines a product or a product release that is no longer available for purchase 
and will no longer be supported by Nexus. EOL is the final stage in the overall process. Once a 
product release has been classified as “EOL”, there is no repair or replacement support, and Support 
is limited to documentation and downloads.  
 

For more information, please visit:  

https://doc.nexusgroup.com/display/PUB/Nexus+policy+and+lifecycle+definitions 

https://doc.nexusgroup.com/display/PUB/Nexus+policy+and+lifecycle+definitions

